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BoFoooo INDUSTRY PULSE

and finally put our hands around it and 
connected the dots of what I and my 
team know the best in the last 20 years 
of experience in the patio furniture 
industry.

Duan added “it’s minimalism but more 
on the crafted and mature side” when 
describing the overall design genre.

“We focus on quality steel and 
aluminum metal work both in sheer 
design and craftsmanship,” he said. “We 
avoided fully woven products for quality 
and cost competition concerns, and 
honestly couldn’t afford adding cushions 
to the line, at least this year, due to the 
terrible delay in fabric supplies.”

When talking about goals for the 
company “to grow in size and go after 
the mass is simply not what we are,” 
Duan said. “That way we will pretty 

much be chasing history data, and not being able to inspire, lead and last, which is our brand 
mission. We are OK being a little bit different and not too big.”

Being a patio furniture designer, Duan has worked in the patio furniture industry for 20 years, 
mainly on the manufacturing and designing/engineering side. In his earlier years he worked with 
Winston, Woodard, Mallin and Kettler Germany in engineering. Duan is one of the few factory-
grown designers who has his hands around all involved to weigh in and out to achieve his design 
and business goals.

Decades in the patio furniture profession have allowed Duan to learn all aspects of the art, from 
designing the section profile of a synthetic wicker yarn or an aluminum extrusion to speccing out 
the right sitting pitch to a glamour setup by a beach house. Later in his career he was involved 
in customer service, e-commerce, sales, marketing, etc. For example, there is only one size of 
stainless steel bolt across the entire program, just for the ease of production and customer 
service. “Maybe it’s not a proud thing to say, but I do need to approve even the CAD drawing of a 
nylon foot glide and won’t feel comfortable without doing so,” Duan said.

Paulduan Creations now has a representative team mainly covering the West Coast and sunbelt 
states and some dealers east of Mississippi.

Duan is also a landscape photographer. Most of the photography used in the Paulduan Creations 
website and social media were from his work, mainly in Los Angeles beach cities and the eastern 
Sierra mountains or Lake Tahoe area.

“If there is a difference from looking at my product photography, that’d be it’s always not about 
the furniture being in the middle of the shot, but the beauty of nature and how we can be humble, 
admire and continue to be inspired to live simple and live alive,” he said.
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NEW OPENINGS

Division Twelve Opens Showroom Getting to Know 
Chicago, New York and Toronto

 Ɇ After formal introductions to the contract 
furniture industry earlier this year, Division Twelve 
is opening showrooms in Chicago, Toronto and New 
York.

Located on the third floor of Chicago’s 
Merchandise Mart, the new Division Twelve 
showroom is designed by Figure3 and mirrors the 
brand’s goals to spark joy and creativity. To capture 
these sentiments, the design incorporates custom 
graphics that present the company’s expansive 20-
plus color offerings. The use of dimension, space 
and scale suggests the limitless possibilities available with the furniture line.

“The creative journey is very unique, but we know that new experiences and exposure to new 
perspectives are crucial to finding our next great idea,” said Meghan Sherwin, VP marketing. “The 
design Figure3 delivered balances these inspiration points with an easy flow of traffic for our 
guests to follow.”

Creative use of vertical space is also included, adding intrigue and utilized to showcase the 
product’s breadth. Complemented by the collection’s clean, softly minimal lines, the space 
maintains a feeling of openness in the boutique space.

“Reflecting the brand personality, our goal was to create a delightful and memorable experience 
for visitors,” said Mardi Najafi, director of retail design for Figure3. “Working with the small 
showroom footprint, we utilized the space efficiently to display the furniture in a playful and 
inspiring way; an Instagrammable environment to attract attention across all channels.”

Sherwin said, “The new showroom brings Division Twelve’s joyful personality to life while 
providing our clients with an opportunity to engage with our product in real life. We can’t wait 

for showroom visits to be scheduled and for 
NeoCon to resume and foster that awareness 
in person.”

Elements of Figure3’s design have also 
been incorporated into Division Twelve’s 
New York and Toronto showrooms. In New 
York, Division Twelve occupies the North 
East corner of the Keilhauer showroom at 
200 Lexington Ave. In Toronto, the products 
are available for viewing at the Keilhauer 
Headquarters at 1450 Birchmount Ave., via 
rotating Division Twelve vignettes, intended 
for work and show, which are interspersed 
throughout the office.
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